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Guest Editorial
Janet Danielson
This issue is featuring a guest editorial by Janet Danielson,
ACWC Treasurer and internationally renowned composer
from Sidney, BC, and is a composition professor at Simon
Fraser University, BC.
One of the most gratifying experiences of being a long-term
member of the ACWC is seeing music by my ACWC
colleagues making a big impact. In the founding years of the
ACWC, women were pressing for equal opportunity. We looked at the
proportion of women who were applying for commissions, at their success
rates, and at the proportion of women on concert programmes. We lobbied
arts councils. We were undeterred when met with frank skepticism that
equal opportunity would make much of a difference, that women would
actually go on to find a real audience for their music. Music history
textbooks reinforced the impression that music by women was not to be
found amongst the “master pieces” of the Western canon because
composing was and always had been a male-dominated art form.
It feels awkward even to articulate such ideas because thinking has shifted
so dramatically in the past decade. The power structures served by the old
musicology have been unmasked; grant-awarding bodies have responded,
and music by women is finally getting a fair hearing. Take, for instance, the
Jules Léger Prize for New Chamber Music, first awarded in 1978. In its
first 27 years, with one exception (1999, Alexina Louie), it was awarded
exclusively to male composers. But starting in 2005, when the winner was
ACWC member Linda Catlin Smith, the award has gone roughly equally to
men and to women.
Best of all, music by Canadian women composers is finding an appreciative
audience and garnering serious critical acclaim. Here are some recent
highlights.
On March 24, the ACWC and the Caution Tape collective collaborated in a
brilliantly conceived event combining sound art and concert music with an
emphasis on unusual instrumental combinations. Featured composers
ranged from the well-established Hope Lee to the emerging, such as Bekah
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Simms, recent winner of the Toronto Emerging Composer Competition,
Amy Brandon, winner of last year’s Roberta Stephen Award, and Lesley
Hinger, whose work came to the attention of the concert organizers
through a call for scores. Acousmatic music was represented in a work by
Julia Mermelstein, Ivana Jokic’s work incorporating palindromes, and
Sarah Reid’s work for cello, prepared piano, and amplified objects
completed the programme. In a city like Toronto, where there is so much
well-established new music, this concert was a breath of fresh air.

Top: Amahl Arulanandam (cello), Adrian Irvine (violin), Andrew Noseworthy (guitar), Emilie GelinasNoble (viola), Phil Albert (electric bass), Lisa Hartl (trumpet), Pratik Gandhi (conductor), playing Bekah
Simms' Granitic. Bottom: Evan Bowen (percussion) playing Sarah Reid’s dictaphone shoe; Adrian Irvine
(violin) playing Lesley Hinger’s from within; Julia Mermelstein performing wonted; photographer Terry
Lim photographer Terry Lim
3
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Left to right: Stephanie Chua (piano), Katherine Watson (ﬂute), Amahl Arulanandam (cello), playing Hope
Lee’s ….I, Laika….; Bekah Simms, Andrew Noseworthy, photographer Terry Lim

Alice Ho’s opera, The Monkiest King, prèmiered at the end of May by the
Canadian Children’s Opera Company in Toronto, utilized an orchestra of
mixed Western and Chinese instruments. The Stage Door reviewer lauded
Ho’s deft orchestration and flexibility of style:
Ho, who used a similar ensemble for The Lesson of Ja Di, masterfully
combines and contrasts the sonorities of the two sets of instruments
for a wide range of delightful effects from traditional Chinese
folksong-like accompaniment, to bursts of dissonance for the various
disasters that occur in the story, to swaths of glissandi representing
flight and escape. Perhaps the most beautiful single chorus in the
opera is the chorus of Clouds that greets the Monkey King on his
arrival in heaven that is imbued with a Holstian otherworldliness.
In August, Another Timbre, a UK-based post-Cagian record label, will be
releasing The Wanderer, a recording of eight of Linda Catlin Smith’s
chamber works. They have already released a double album of Smith’s
music, the first in their 10-CD series of Canadian composers. Tim
Rutherford-Johnson, writing in The Rambler, captures the fascination of
Smith’s music:
Smith has a gift – one that I particularly treasure when I find it in
music – of turning things suddenly and surprisingly into a new light.
It happens in Moi qui tremblais with the way she uses the cymbals
against the violin and piano, for example; or with the trumpet’s late
solo in Stare at the River. Her most jaw-dropping moment I’ve found
so far occurs midway through the piano solo Thought and
4
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Desire when suddenly (if a whisper can be sudden) the pianist’s voice
enters ‘quietly as though to oneself or someone close by’, murmuring
the words of Shakespeare’s Sonnet XLV to a song that until now had
been hidden within the piano’s chords.
Such successes are to be celebrated, but success creates a dilemma for the
ACWC. We are in the final stages of qualifying as a National Arts Service
Organization, which will enable us to seek financial support from grantawarding agencies. But in the face of such success by so many women
composers in Canada, will grant-awarding bodies favour the many other
disadvantaged groups who merit extra support? What makes the ACWC
distinct and worthwhile? What further service can the ACWC perform?
It would be wonderful to develop the kind of compelling artistic vision that
led to the founding of the Canadian Music Centre in 1959, or to the
establishment of IRCAM, just over ten years later. But the postwar angryyoung-men era that lionized composers like Weinzweig or Boulez is over.
The Canada Council for the Arts now maintains that “All citizens deserve
to benefit from a vibrant, accessible and pluralistic arts sector, and all
creative expressions should have the same chance to flourish.”
Our current and past Chairpersons are examples of this vibrant, pluralistic
musical culture. Joanna Estelle deserves our sincerest congratulations for
the release of her first CD, Emergence, available through Navona Records.
Estelle’s was introduced to the ACWC at our 2002 Festival in Ottawa. At
the time, she had a strong desire to compose but very little training,
experience, or opportunity. She was encouraged enough not only to pursue
her own dream to be a composer, but also to give back to the ACWC,
almost single-handedly reviving it from a few very bleak years.
And the reason why I, rather than our current Chairperson Carol Ann
Weaver, am writing this editorial is that Weaver is in the throes of
recording a new CD. Weaver’s music draws on many sources yet always
creates a whole greater than the sum of its parts, the way ‘fusion’ really
ought to be, shot through with her own flowing energy.
I am proud to be part of this vibrant organization whose members are
making such an impact on Canadian musical life, and I hope that over the
next months we can work together to create a bright path for the ACWC in
the coming years!
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Diving Into Music
Rachel Mercer
This issue’s guest performer article is by acclaimed cellist
Rachel Mercer who has appeared as a soloist and chamber
musician across five continents. Rachel is cellist of Ensemble
Made In Canada, the Mercer-Park Duo, the AYR Piano Trio,
Artistic Director of the "5 at the First" Chamber Music
Series in Hamilton, and Principal Cello of the National Arts
Centre Orchestra.
Apparently I had my first classes on composition as a newborn. My mom
had just begun a Master of Composition at the University of Alberta, and
when I arrived on Hallowe'en she brought me to her classes in the car seat.
My parents remember one professor (Violet Archer!) giving me a stuffed
Snoopy. Eventually having a baby in her group seminars proved to be a
little too distracting – I may have been making “cooing” sounds – and she
decided to leave the program. But that wasn't the end of my early
contemporary music education. When I was two and a half, my mom
brought me to a concert including music by her professors, Archer and
Malcolm Forsyth, plus student compositions. She had brought paper,
crayons and food just in case, but I sat still, quiet and serious through all
this new music.
This was just a small part of the exposure to music that I received from my
parents. Music has always been a part of both of their lives, and though
they didn't become professional performers, they have vast love and
knowledge for all kinds of music including world, jazz, folk, and of course,
classical. This exposure from a young age is perhaps why I feel that new
music is simply music, and just represents a particular voice. And my job is
to do my best to understand that unique language and communicate it
through whatever technique or style has been used. Yes, I might be quicker
to understand music that has either a rhythmic, harmonic or textural
stamp, but that is only because my experience includes a larger portion of
this kind of music. With Beethoven, Brahms, or even new music familiar to
me (like Kevin Lau's music mentioned later), the notation choices, use of
dynamics, articulation, motivic and harmonic language, and structure are
all part of my repertoire. This means that I can come to a quicker
understanding of how to execute what is needed and all of their works
6
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become part of a grand “oeuvre” by that
composer that I am just expressing through
the instrumentation, harmony and themes of
a particular piece. The rest require a journey
of discovery that takes longer, whether
deciphering a score with complex harmony,
notation or techniques, or searching for the
aesthetic or sound-world of a piece that works
with minimal material.
I believe I had my first experience with
programming a piece by a living composer
with my teenage quartet, the Metro Quartet.
We performed Canadian composer Michael Pepa's string quartet in his Les
Amis Concerts in Toronto. I still remember figuring out a score without
bar lines and later learning a Penderecki quartet—also unmeasured and
including non-pitch sounds—but loving the challenge of performing it and
the sonic result. One thing that perhaps stands out now, I don't remember
thinking of them as “new music” or something that we didn't usually do.
They were just pieces that I did not know yet, and that presented new
challenges.
Around 2008 I first received pieces that were written specifically for me. I
was approached by young cellist/composer Hunter Coblentz who had
written a cello duo dedicated to me, and we ended up premiering it
together not long after. Around the same time Dennis Patrick, professor of
electroacoustic music at the University of Toronto, who has been a huge
supporter of my activities, presented me with a piece for cello and track
that he had co-written with Philip McConnell. I was honoured to receive
and perform these pieces, but the idea of actually commissioning didn't
develop until a bit later.
In 2009 I won the loan of the Canada Council for the Arts 1696 Bonjour
Stradivarius Cello. While I had previously had a loan, this cello was the hot
ticket that came with some attention and a kind of validation. I found that
not only were people attracted to concerts because of the Strad, but it
seemed that I was in a better position to initiate and realize dream projects
while I had this particular credibility.
This began a flurry of activity during the three year loan, including four
recordings, six commissions, performing as much as possible, and
7
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developing my chamber music series “5 at the First” in Hamilton ON.
Thanks to projects with the Mercer-Park Duo and my piano quartet,
Ensemble Made In Canada, I had developed grant-writing skills and was
learning how to handle the logistics of a commission. I also had enough
performances to program these works or create opportunities to play them
when needed. So, somehow I felt more confident asking a composer if they
were interested in a commission, knowing that maybe I had something to
offer beyond just a desire to play their music.
Looking back, this is also around the time that I began to develop
relationships with some composers with whom I have now worked
repeatedly. One example of this is Kevin Lau. I had first played his music
with Mayumi Seiler's Via Salzburg series in Toronto and when I asked him
about a cello/piano piece, he had Starsail, which I have now played many
times and recorded twice with my duo partner, pianist Angela Park. While
not a simple piece, I remember really enjoying spending the time learning
it alone and in rehearsal. There is something about the way his music flows
and drives rhythmically which seems to naturally fit my physical approach
the cello and I also find his harmonic and motivic language so incredibly
beautiful. This relationship of mutual trust and admiration has resulted in
a cello concerto and new chamber works including a piano quartet for The
Mosaïque Project.

Ensemble Made in Canada: Elissa Lee (violin), Angela Park (piano), Sharon Wei (viola), Rachel Mercer (cello),
photographer Sian Richards
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Ensemble Made In Canada has been working on The Mosaïque Project for
over two years. The combination of Canada's 150th and our 10th
anniversary as a group inspired us to open our minds to a large-scale
project that would represent both our development and our identity as a
truly Canadian ensemble. It is a three-part project: The Musical Mosaïque
(a 14 movement work by Canadian composers of various genres, each
inspired by a province, territory or region); The Mosaïque Tour (a 1.5 yearlong tour across the country, including all provinces and territories) and
The Visual Mosaïque (a dynamic website where audience artwork created
during the tour performances will be uploaded). It has been a challenge to
work out a contract for 14 different composers, explore publishing, and
research the constantly changing area of rights and fees for online posting
and streaming. I have been so grateful for the Canadian League of
Composers, the Canadian Music Centre and many colleagues who have put
me in contact with people who could answer my thousand questions! It is
so fantastic to have these two Canadian resources, and the work they do is
incredible—especially knowing they are driven by a handful of people who
just believe in what they do!
These connections and resources have helped me develop a few personal
commissioning projects along the way. Working with non-classical artists
through the Art of Time Ensemble inspired me to commission solo cello
works from non-classical musicians Andrew Downing and Darren
Sigesmund. Through the National Arts Centre Orchestra's WolfGANG new
music series, I met Vivian Fung and joined a consortium commission for
her Humanoid (cello and electronics), which I premiered in Vancouver,
Toronto and Ottawa. Vivian has also written for The Mosaïque Project.
And a very personal project in progress is a recording, including three
commissions, of violin/cello duos by Canadian women composers,
including Violet Archer, Jean Coulthard, Barbara Monk Feldman, Alice
Ho, Jocelyn Morlock and Rebekah Cummings. I am excited to explore
these rarely played duos by the “first women” of Canadian music, and
receive the scores for the rest! Alice wrote Baile de Mascaras for myself
and the Canadian Guitar Quartet, and I discovered Jocelyn's music
through her chamber and symphonic works. I was introduced to Rebekah
by producer David Jaeger and have since performed her Forget for cello
and electronics. I will perform and record these duos with my sister,
Akemi Mercer-Niewoehner, next season.
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The most exciting moment in
commissioning for me is the moment
the score arrives! I am in awe of what
composers do—where the ideas come
from, how they work, how they are able
to create from nothing a story or sonic
landscape that makes us dream and
expands our minds. And it is almost
always a surprise! One example of these
happy surprises was commissioning
Abigail Richardson-Schulte for an
encore-like companion piece to the the
epic Mozart Divertimento K. 563. I
Chung. Mercer; playing Abigail Richardsonmight have been expecting a piece
Schulte's Crossings at the Yukon Arts Centre,
playfully quoting Mozart's themes, but
Whitehorse; photographer Bruce Barrett
what I received was a completely original
work in her language that will stand alone as a wonderful addition to the
string trio repertoire. Also new for me is the aspect of meeting with a
composer during the process. As winner of the Azrieli prize, Kelly-Marie
Murphy is writing a cello/harp concerto to be premiered in October with
the McGill Chamber Orchestra, and when we initially met she had
sketches, inspirations and an outline, and we discussed some sounds and
ideas. And it has been a particular pleasure to receive the fourteen scores
of The Mosaïque Project as they are all so completely different, being from
songwriters, jazz musicians, pop artists, and our “classical” colleagues.
Having worked with most of them in other settings, I recognize some of
the textures or motifs, and maybe rhythmic tendencies. I also love how
many of them work with particular fonts, personalizing their digital scores.
It all serves to highlight their uniqueness and let us delve into their world.
And now, off I dive….
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A Composer Studies Field
Recording
Tawnie Olson
One of the most thrilling moments of my life happened in
Danby State Forest at 6:54 am on June 14, 2017. When it was
over, I realized that I had, somehow, managed to wade chestdeep into the underbrush and that I had almost been holding
my breath as I pointed a parabolic microphone up at an
impossibly awkward angle, one from which I didn’t dare
move for about ten minutes straight.
I was in the midst of a week-long course on field recording at the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology, thanks to a Professional Development Grant from the
Canada Council for the Arts. Our days began at 5 am, when participants
and instructors met and loaded our gear into several vans before driving to
the day’s location. We’d record for a few hours, meet back at the van for
breakfast, then head back out to record some more. After lunch we
attended workshops on Adobe Audition, eBird (an online tool created by
the Lab for birders to upload observations, photos, and recordings), and
the work of the Lab itself. On one particularly enjoyable day we were given
a tour of the Lab, from the audio archive to the collection of preserved
specimens of rare and extinct birds.
My fellow participants were a mixture of graduate student biologists and
amateur birders from Canada, the United States, India, and Latin America.
Our instructors were employees of the Lab—diverse in terms of their
personalities, but uniformly kind and deeply serious about birding and
citizen science. We were paired with different instructors each day, but I
spent the most time with a woman named Martha Fischer who has worked
at the Lab’s MacAulay Library for years. When I first met her, I was
startled to find that her voice was incredibly familiar, and learned that she
was the person who had recorded identifying introductions to most of the
archival recordings I’d accessed from the Library over the years.
Martha patiently demonstrated how to angle my shotgun mic to reduce
wind noise and how to use the terrain to minimize unwanted sounds (for
example, a creek that ran between me and a vocalizing Hermit Thrush).
11
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At the Cornell Lab of Ornithology's recordings archive (also known as the Macaulay Library).

She encouraged me to borrow a parabola from the Lab and helped me
figure out how to get a bird right “on mic.” She helped me to recognize
when a bird was vocalizing because our presence made it feel threatened,
so that we didn’t stick around long enough to cause it real distress. I
couldn’t have asked for a better teacher and guide.
Matt Medler, who led the workshop, and his colleagues selected the
locations where we recorded very carefully, to give us the opportunity to
encounter as many different species as possible. We saw, heard, and
recorded birds from the State of North American Birds’ watchlist (like
Bobolinks and Cerulean Warblers), but we also had opportunities to make
extended recordings of common species like Yellow Warblers and Gray
Catbirds in lovely, quiet environments. Although I’ve used birdsong in my
music for years, I am still a beginner birder and a beginning recordist, and
I was thrilled by it all.
I spent the months preceding the workshop learning birdsongs using an
app called Larkwire and a set of CDs titled “Birding by Ear.” Many of the
birds commonly found in the Eastern United States are quite different
from those in my native Alberta, and most of the songs and species I
learned about were marvellous and new. Like most people, I love the song
of the Hermit Thrush, but I found the Wood Thrush’s song to be just as
magical. I couldn’t believe the sounds the Veery makes when I first heard a
recording of it; its song sounds like something from an ‘80s arcade game.
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Which brings me back to that early morning in June. When you go into the
woods to record birdsong, you never really know what you’ll find. You
might hope and dream that you’ll encounter a certain species, but some
days you don’t, or you do but they stubbornly refuse to sing, or they fly off
before you can get close enough to achieve a decent signal-to-noise ratio.
Most days, I was able to adopt an attitude of patient receptivity. I’d record
whatever I could get close to, whether it was a Hermit Thrush or a DarkEyed Junco, and I was happy to do it.
That day, however, I found myself longing to record a Veery. I had never
heard one in the wild before the workshop, and I hadn’t yet been able to
get close enough to record one myself. I began by drifting down the road
with my new friend, Julianne Warren (an environmentalist writer and
fellow workshop participant), and we got nice recordings of a Rosebreasted Grosbeak who obligingly perched on a branch just over the road
and vocalized endlessly. We didn’t find much else, however, and walked on
for some time before we heard the “Veer! Veer!” call of a Veery coming
from the woods behind us. That was it. I said goodbye to Julianne and
headed off toward the sound, my heart pounding.
I really don’t know how I made it so deep into the underbrush, or how I
managed not to scare the bird away. But for about ten magical minutes I
held my breath, willed my arm to hold still, listened, and recorded. And the
bird sang.
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Forbidden: Experiences in
Composing an Opera
Afarin Mansouri
Creating the opera, Forbidden, was a joy and at the same time, a
significant challenge from the beginning to the end. From being part of
developing and writing the story, choosing instrumentation, to putting the
last notes on the page and writing for instruments and styles I have never
written for, I have been pushing my creative boundaries and thinking
outside the box throughout every moment which continued even to the last
moments of rehearsals.
Forbidden is very important to me as a composer with a Persian
background as opera was a genre banned in Iran after the 1976 Revolution.
I feel blessed to be able to create and to see the performance of my opera
even though I know many great composers who can’t have this opportunity
in Iran.
Forbidden was commissioned in summer of
2017 by Tapestry Opera as part of their
TAP_X program, which dedicates the
creation of opera outside of the norms. The
story behind Forbidden plays with societal
ideas of breaking the rules. I worked closely
with librettist Donna-Michelle St. Bernard as
we spent a few months researching
“forbidden” as a concept and found almost
20 categories in which it applied to race,
gender, social, political, and religious
situations. It was tough to select only a few
ideas for the creation of our opera.
The story incorporates a spine of seven
scenes. We broke the rules by following the
journey of a young girl (symbol of spirit,
inner child or any of us) who meets Lucifer
(symbol of ego, fraud authority, people who
abuse their power). Aside from these main
14
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Neema Bickersteth (soprano); TAP_X: Forbidden; photographer Dahlia Katz

scenes, there are also seven vignettes throughout that depict the concept of
forbidden in real life.
Forbidden also merges Western opera with Hip Hop and Persian music
styles. I introduced some of the oldest instruments used in Persian
traditional music including Persian flute (Ney), Tar and variety of
percussion, mostly Persian drums such as Tombak, Daf, Dayereh, and
Dohol. Rhythm is the driving force in the opera. Most of the rhythmic
motifs are derived from the spiritual gathering of Daravish and are built
dastgāhs and modes throughout the work, but not used traditionally.
Instead, I used them in a forbidden tonality, something that a conventional
musician would never experience when playing classical Persian music.
There are more than twenty leitmotifs overall, including two traditional
melodic-motifs. One, which opens the opera, is from Dastgah e Šur,
Kereshme which symbolizes the nostalgic feeling of being separated from
one’s roots. The second, which closes the opera, is based on a well-known
Kurdish spiritual chant, representing the unification. These two melodicmotifs are not only related to the story and the symbolic meaning, but also
transform into vocal music matched with English syllables, something that
is, again, outside the traditional use of these melodies.
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Adding elements of Hip-hop was a significant challenge. The heart of
rapping is rhythm and beats, which also became the heart and driving
force for Forbidden. In the opera, the rapper performs with accompanying
beats created by live Persian percussion as opposed to beatboxing or using
a recorded track. In some scenes, the rapper becomes part of a chorus and
performs alongside other operatic singers. There are also a few sections
where the opera singers rap and sing more freely, creating more musical
fluidity between all performers and styles. The rap sections are written in
two languages—Farsi and English. I also made it is possible to perform
them in only English or Farsi.

Säye Skye (rap artist), Alexander Hajek (Baritone); TAP_X: Forbidden; photographer Dahlia Kat

In collaborating with Tapestry Opera, I was thankful to work with a great
team of highly skilled professionals including Director Michael Mori and
all the performers who were able to sing in different styles with vast vocal
ranges, unique timbres, and many more qualities. Creating this new piece
has developed slowly, but gradually, over a year, it has all been a very
fulfilling experience. I hope it opens a new door to my artistic career as a
composer of opera.
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Perceptions of Time Through Sound
Sarah Belle Reid
What is the sound of something that hasn’t happened yet?
What is the imprint a sound leaves behind?
These questions are continuously present in my mind and
have been for many years. As an artist working at the
intersection of sound, installation, and electrical engineering,
I am fascinated by the philosophy of time and the perception
of being. I often wonder how one could approach composition
or construction of musical processes that are non-linear in nature or fall
beyond typical time-based modes of existence. Imagine if you could
collapse all of time into a singular instant, would sound cease to exist?
How could we perceive or understand it without the passing of time? Or
perhaps there are other means of decoupling sound and time. You could
look instead at directionality and the “other side” of sound as malleable
parameters that can be experienced separately from a linear passing of
time.
This past year has been a period of deep contemplation and study in these
areas. Over time, I have come to believe it is possible to cultivate some
kind of awareness or attention to sound that exists beyond a linear
timeline. I tend to think of this as sonic peripheral awareness that extends
forward or backward in time, imagination, and space, yet occupies the
same perceptual field as “now.” Much like peripheral vision, these
“protention” and “retention” areas are perhaps less focused in our minds
but are, nonetheless, present. These ideas have had a significant influence
in all areas of my work, as a performer, composer, and technologist.
One of the works that has emerged from these philosophical explorations
is a concert-length work called Timepiece. In brief, this work is a
performance-installation for flugelhorn, augmented trumpet, modular
synthesizer, and electroacoustic objects. The entire piece was constructed
around these notions of time and sonic peripheral awareness. Suspended
throughout the performance space are a series of large metal objects: an
aluminum garbage can, sheet metal of varying sizes, and a deconstructed
glockenspiel. On each object, there is a pair of transducers. A small piezo,
or contact microphone, picks up on vibrations that travel through the
18
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An excerpt from early sketch for Timepiece

objects while a second, slightly larger surface transducer, receives the
output of these vibrations. As a result, the objects function as both
microphone and speaker. Each one amplifies their unique characteristics
inherent to their physical construction and material in addition to any
audio sent through them. In this piece, the objects are wired together in
such a way that they create a resonant feedback network: the output of one
influences the input of another, and so on. Feedback itself is a process that
exists simultaneously in many “nows”—in a feedback loop there ceases to
be a clear indication of input and output, or past, present, and future (I am
particularly fond of imagining this to be a model for time travel, but that
might be going too far—for now).
Another section of Timepiece involves five megaphones with built-in 10second recording capability. The performer sits in the middle of the room
surrounded by a ring of megaphones, and very gradually begins to feed
their built-in record buffers with silence. But of course, we know that
silence is rarely a true absence of sound—the vibrations of a room, the hum
of lights, the noise of internal mechanisms and circuits. As the
19
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megaphones sample and resample one another, these sounds become
more and more audible, eventually resulting in a cacophony of piercing
tones. This is, of course, another manifestation of feedback. In the same
way that the metal objects amplify inaudible vibrations, they reveal
resonances that are inherent to them. The megaphones amplify “silence,”
exposing all the potential sounds that surround the audience at any
moment.

Performing with megaphones

A third section of the piece incorporates a Serge modular synthesizer
controlled by an electronically-augmented trumpet. The trumpet is
enhanced with a sensor-based interface called MIGSI, “Minimally Invasive
Gesture Sensing Interface”, that I designed and built with my collaborator
Ryan Gaston. By attaching this interface onto the bottom of my trumpet,
beneath the valves, I can extract gestural information in real time, such as
the movement of the valves, instrument tilt and position, and the tension
or pressure of my left hand around the instrument. This data is pulled
from MIGSI as a stream of numbers, which is then converted into control
voltages to modulate the Serge synthesizer. Perhaps the most exciting part
20
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of this is the musical interaction that emerges as a result—yet another
feedback loop—a strange dialogue of pops, clicks, and tones in which it is
unclear at any given moment if trumpeter or synthesizer is in command.

Augmented trumpet (MIGSI), Serge modular synthesizer, and suspended objects

This work was composed to be semi-modular, allowing portions of it to be
performed as standalone pieces. The complete work was premiered at
California Institute of the Arts on April 18, 2018. Video and audio
documentation of Timepiece as well as further information about MIGSI
can be found at www.sarahbellereid.com.
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New Member Proﬁles
Fiona Evison
Fiona Evison (b. 1965) lives in the beautiful and
inspiring rural Grey-Bruce area of Ontario. She
was born into a musical Scottish family who
immigrated to Canada when she was a child.
Music has always played an important part of
her life, and she has experienced the excitement
of directing and accompanying choirs and
ensembles of all ages, as well as performing on
piano, voice, flute, organ, handbells and
percussion. A long-time improviser and
arranger, original composition is a relatively
new, and somewhat obsessive, passion.
As a composer, she believes her creativity is a divine gift, and she enjoys
writing original sacred and secular chamber pieces and arranging existing
ones, especially music with a Scottish or Canadian theme. She is
developing an exciting musical theatre project that tells the story of the last
group of Highlanders exiled to Canada during the Highland Clearances;
one selection was recently premiered in Owen Sound and praised as
“exquisite”. She has also started a project involving sacred Gaelic music
discovered in the Scottish National Archives. Her latest work of setting
Jewish poetry to music has been a merger of her lifelong interests in
music, history and Jewish culture.
Known for her evocative lyrical style and text painting, her commissions
have included choral settings of Canadian traditional music for various
choirs, chamber works for piano and various instruments, and settings of
traditional Highland tunes for organ and recorder. Her writing has been
called fresh and interesting. Recent reviews have said, "Fiona creates
stunning word pictures as she weaves text and music together. Her lines
are striking, simple and incorporate some of the old medieval modes with
contemporary harmonies and sounds. The vocal lines never detract from
the text, but work together perfectly to form beautiful and exquisite
results.” - Linda Hawkins, Director, Georgian Bay Children's Choir; “Very
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poignant settings with expressive melodic passages and carefully placed
harmonic shifts” - Dr. John Burge, Queen's University
Fiona has a Bachelor of Church Music degree and will be starting a
master's degree in Community Music at Wilfrid Laurier University in
September 2018. She studies composition privately and is committed to
continuing to refine and expand her compositional voice and craft. She has
performed in Canada, the U.S., and Scotland. Her works have been
performed by others across Canada, in the U.S. and Asia.

Julia Jacklein
My name is Julia, and I am a composer,
writer and visual artist from Barrie, Ontario.
I grew up on a farm near Burlington,
Ontario, where I was free to play and
discover nature and all its sounds to my
heart’s content. One of my first compositions
was about a barn cat; another one was about
the train that used to go by. I never lost my
love for experiencing and creating new
sounds, and am still a country girl at heart!
My musical studies began with piano and
dance lessons; I also took recorder and guitar
lessons at the Waldorf school that I attended, and later studied organ and
voice. I took composition at university and privately, under Carol Ann
Weaver, Leonard Enns, Timothy Corlis and Linda Catlin Smith.
Currently I teach piano in Barrie. In addition to composing as much as
possible, I am active as a music reviewer and choral musician. Many of my
compositions are for choir or solo voice; recent performances include the
performance at a Toronto Composer Summit of a choral piece, as well as
performances of three of my vocal solos by Clarisse Tonigussi as part of the
Canadian Women Composers Project. It was at one of these performances
that I unexpectedly met up with my former prof, Carol Ann Weaver, who
encouraged me to come on board with ACWC!
This September I will be starting a Master of Composition degree, being
something of a late bloomer. After more than 10 years of teaching piano
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and studying composition and piano pedagogy privately, I look forward to
resuming my university studies.
Meanwhile, I am putting the finishing touches on a Requiem that explores
the subject of war and peace, and hope to interest a Canadian choir in
premiering it. Selected premieres of individual movements have already
taken place with Lyrica Chamber Choir in Barrie and That Choir in
Toronto.
Other interests of mine include languages, literature nature, gardening,
history and mythology… to name only a few.
I look forward to meeting other members of the ACWC!

Cait Nishimura
Cait Nishimura is a Canadian composer and
music educator based in Toronto, Ontario.
Described as having a "refreshing buoyancy",
her music uses minimalist patterns, simple
yet lush harmonies, and themes that linger in
listeners' minds, drawing inspiration from
the beauty of the natural world. With a
special focus on wind band and choral music,
Nishimura strives to present contemporary
concert music that is accessible and enjoyable
by musicians of all levels. Her work for wind
band, Chasing Sunlight, was selected as the
winner of the 2017 Canadian Band Association Composition Competition,
and has since been added to regional and national wind band syllabi.
Nishimura holds undergraduate degrees in music and education from the
University of Toronto. Her work is regularly programmed and
commissioned by ensembles across North America, where she is in
demand as a visiting composer and educator. For recordings, more
information, and to purchase scores, visit: www.caitnishimura.com.
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Ilkim Tongur
Ilkim Tongur is a Calgary based composer,
choir conductor, and pianist. Her
compositions were performed in Canada,
Turkey, the United States and Switzerland.
Her works have been described as “the most
interesting,” “ably painting the mysterioso
effect,” and “an endless variety of beautiful
images” by Calgary Herald. She holds a
Ph.D. in composition from the University of
Calgary, where she studied with Allan Bell, a
Master of music in composition from the
University of Manitoba, where she studied
with Michael Matthews, another a Master of music from the Mimar Sinan
Fine Arts University, and Bachelor of Music in composition and
conducting from the Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University.
As a creative artist Tongur is interested in the combinations, fusions and
transmutations of musical cultures in multi-cultural societies. She likes to
collect and adapt ‘good’ and ‘beautiful’ in each culture she encounters, and
calls herself a ‘culture collector’. She always puts a drop of ‘human’ in her
music. Unusual scales and rhythms that were shaped by the generations
over millennia enchant her. Old stories and myths become underlying
material for her expressive musical language. She aims to compose music
that is as if it was created by nature—unique, and weirdly shaped like
pebbles in a river bed.
In 2013, Ilkim Tongur co-established Tongur Music with her husband
Babur Tongur who is also a composer. Since then they teach piano, violin,
composition and theory, and organize concerts in Calgary. She also
currently conducts the Scandinavian Choir in Calgary.
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Report from the IAWM
Diane Berry
In this report from the International Alliance for Women in
Music, I'd like to talk about the organization's 'listserv', its
role in fulfilling their mandate and what has been engaging
members in the past year. The Alliance's mandate calls for
the organization to encourage women to be active in various
fields of music and one way they do that is by facilitating
communication amongst their membership. When you
become a member you have the option of adding your name to the list so
you can receive the postings from the organization itself, as well as from
other members. These include announcements, commentary, queries,
postings of calls for scores, educational or job opportunities, etc. Some
members choose to receive them all at once, others to receive them as they
come in.
Some issues over time have resonated more than others. A few years ago
the women were sharing their experiences with juggling motherhood and a
career in music. Many of the older members had useful and encouraging
observations for those living it at the moment.
This past year there was a lot of discussion in letters from members
regarding the issues raised by the #MeToo movement. Many women told
of their experiences of harassment and abuse, some of it quite a number of
years ago, some much more recent. The chance to relate these experiences,
some for the first time, in a supportive forum was cathartic and emotional
for many of them. It was also moving and perhaps eye opening for those of
us who have been lucky enough to experience less of it. Through this
outpouring of stories and support, suggestions were made to encourage
these women to write an account of their experiences and to collect them.
It was felt that to have a record of the struggles of women in this field, as in
so many other fields of endeavour, is important. I believe there are a
couple of women in the United States moving forward with this idea.
When there isn't a specific issue being addressed, the postings vary in
content and frequency. Once a week, the advocacy committee chair, Ursula
Rempel, with the help of Elisabeth Blair, put out a call for members to
send a note to their local radio and internet stations requesting they play
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the music of that week's feature composer. Those chosen are either
contemporary or historical composers. The information and templates for
letters are also found on the website so those not receiving the notices can
also participate in advocating for the airing of more music by women.
At the same time as the radio request email is sent out, there is a broadcast
report made. It contains a listing of what broadcasts in the previous week
featured music by women composers, conductors or performers. Also
listed are upcoming broadcasts, news such as programs that will feature
women in music, and finally a list of stations and hosts where recordings
can be sent, with contact information and the preferred form of the
submission (ie. CD, digital files).
This resource is useful for any women who have recordings; it encourages
women to be pro-active in getting air time. If you aren't a member of the
IAWM but would like to find out more about each week's featured
composer, check out their website.
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Member News
of the play Women's Words/Yenene Yati/
Arnat Oqausiit featured the Carmen's sound
design in Yellowknife, NWT. Carmen's
business Black Ice Sound launched its
inaugural concert series with two spring
performances: ESO concertmaster Robert
Uchida playing Brahms' violin sonatas, and
soprano Clarisse Tonigussi's Canadian
Women Composer project in its Yellowknife
debut. The CWC performance on May 26 was
the north-of-60 premiere for many of the
composers in the program.

Dr. Maya Badian completed a 76-page new
Canadian book-premiere entitled, Maya
Badian: Sources of Inspiration Along My
Compositional Journey. Glimpses Into My
Compositional Style and Techniques by Maya
Badian (236 pages, Lucian Badian Editions,
Ottawa, recently released) is acknowledged as
a Canadian book-premiere as well, as no
other Canadian composer has written a book
outlining his or her compositional style and
techniques. "As a sign of outstanding
recognition of her place in the Canadian
music pantheon, Library and Archives
Canada in Ottawa has requested and
preserves Maya Badian’s manuscripts and
archival documents were officially created
and titled Maya Badian Fonds MUS. 228, in
1993.

Carmen was the commissioned composer for
the Eckhardt Gramatté National Music
Competition in Brandon, Manitoba where her
work for solo strings and piano, Foxy Fox's
Musical Games, was premiered twelve times
over the competition weekend! Another
prairie event was the Listen UP! final concert
in Saskatoon with the Gryphon Trio
partnering with elementary school St. Mary's
Wellness and Education Centre on new music
for piano trio and children's choir, where
Carmen had two new pieces premiered.

Diane Berry has had two premieres this
spring; the first was part of Vancouver's Sonic
Boom Festival when the ensemble NuBC
performed Of Shadows and Light at the
Orpheum Annex on March 25, 2018. The
piece utilised the whole ensemble consisting
of flute, Bb clarinet, violin, viola, cello, double
bass and piano.

In personal news, Carmen welcomed the
addition of her daughter Teagan to her family
in March. A new adventure of being a mother
as well as a composer!

On April 29th, Maria Eduarda M. Martins
and Matt Kaufhold performed Drifting at the
Victoria Composer's Collective annual
Woodstockhausen concert which was held at
The Copper Owl in Victoria. The piece is for
soprano and electric bass and is written out
as a graphic score with opportunities for the
performers to make choices as to which
direction the piece goes.

Former ACWC Chair Joanna Estelle hosted
a "Meet The Composer" event on Sunday,
June 3, 2018 to celebrate the international
release of her new PARMA Recordings CD
EMERGENCE on May 11, 2018. The event
took place at Ukrainian Treasures from 11 am
to 4 pm. The CD is now available to purchase
through several outlets, including her
NAVONA label online catalogue: http://
navonarecords.com/catalog/nv6161/

Carmen Braden performed her original
songs at the opening of the Bentway
Conservancy in Toronto. The world premiere

The official CD launch will take place in
Ottawa on Friday, November 16, 2018 from
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8:00-9:30 pm at Freiman Hall, University of
Ottawa.

Julia took part in the Scarborough
Philharmonic’s Wind Ensemble workshop
where she composed through shade, light
moves that was workshopped and performed
by Winds of the Scarborough Philharmonic
on January 25 in Toronto. Her acousmatic
piece, wonted was premiered on March 24, in
Toronto by Caution Tape Sound Collective
with additional performances in Toronto and
Waterloo on May 19-20. wonted also was
awarded third place in Musicworks’ 2017
International Electronic Music Competition.

Veronika Krausas will have her
work analemma for 11 musicians performed
at the Tanglewood Music Festival on July
26. This work was originally commissioned
by Ergo Ensemble in Toronto and the Canada
Council. It is dedicated to the composer and
her former composition teacher, Harry
Freedman. http://www.tanglewood.org
Hope Lee’s Imaginary Garden VII for flute,
violin, cello, piano, commissioned by Robert
Aitken and the Land’s End Ensemble with a
Canada Council grant, was premiered at the
Rozsa Centre on February 2, in Calgary and
on February 4, at Gallery 345 in Toronto,
presented by New Music Concerts. Her
Prelude to and the End is the Beginning was
presented at the Heliconian Club Concert
Series ‘Is The Air Not Sacred?’ on March 2,
with clarinetist Rita Greer, violinist Velma Ko
and pianist Nataliva Lepeshkina. …I, Laika…
for flute, cello, piano, a commissioned work
by Ensemble Dadealeus with a Canada
Council grant, received its Toronto premiere
by Caution Tape Sound Collective on March
24, in Toronto. On April 22, entends le passé
qui marche… for piano and sound files was
presented at the Pia Bouman School in
Toronto, with choreographer Candice Irwin
for Dance Matters. Imaginary Garden VII is
in preparation for publishing by Furore
Verlag, Germany. Check out Hope Lee’s new
webpage: www.hopelee.ca

Julia recently composed an extended multidisciplinary work, drifting, vividly, for mixed
quartet, electronics, movement, and two
dancers in collaboration with choreographer/
dancer Angela Blumberg. It was premiered at
Din of Shadows II on May 5, in Toronto.
Lastly, Julia’s orchestral piece in turn was
awarded the runner-up prize in the Etobicoke
Philharmonic Orchestra’s 2018 Young
Composers Competition.
www.juliamermelstein.com
Christie Morrison’s song cycle Tooth or
Consequences made its first performance
debut for the BCRMTA (Victoria Chapter BC)
on May 16. Christie’s song cycle, written for
both voice and piano, placed first in an open
category for the province of BC and was wellreceived Here’s a link to the performance
video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ucs-SiGjMMw
https://vocallysound.WordPress.com
The University of Toronto Wind Ensemble,
directed by Dr. Gillian MacKay, gave the
world premiere performance of Cait

Julia Mermelstein’s Woven, Still for solo
percussion, electronics, and movement
received a commissioning grant from the
Ontario Arts Council and was premiered by
Evan Bowen, presented by Caution Tape
Sound Collective on October 21, in Toronto.

Nishimura’s Lake Superior Suite on
February 3, at MacMillan Theatre. The
Spring Lake Park HS Symphonic Band
performed the American premiere of Night
Light, and the Concert Band performed
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Chasing Sunlight with the composer as guest
conductor. The concert took place on March
6, in Spring Lake Park, Minnesota. Chasing
Sunlight (winner of the 2017 Canadian Band
Association Composition Prize) received
several performances including: Canadian
Independent Schools Music Festival at Roy
Thomson Hall on April 8; Arizona State
University Wind Ensemble on April 10;
MusicFest Canada Nationals at the University
of Toronto, May 14-18. Cait’s Bloom was
premiered by the commissioning ensemble,
Toronto Montessori School Modern Music
Ensemble, on May 17, in Richmond Hill, ON
and also had her piece Lake Superior Suite
performed by the Denis Wick Canadian Wind
Orchestra, directed by Dr. Gillian Mackay
and Dr. Mark Hopkins, on May 18.

in May. Anthony DiOfrio and Ian David
Rosenbaum each gave performances of
Meadowlark, in Nebraska and Minnesota,
respectively. In March and April, Sean
Mativetsky and Sebastian Buhts each
performed Something to Say, in Halifax and
Michigan, respectively. In May, the West
Village Chorale, directed by Colin Britt, gave
the New York City premiere of Spring and
Fall: to a young child, and Ellen Dickinson
performed Resurgam at the University of
Chicago New Carillon Music Festival.
Tawnie’s Three Songs on Poems by Lorri
Neilsen Glenn won second prize in this year’s
NATS Art Song Composition Competition. It
has been accepted for publication by E.C.
Schirmer and should be available for
purchase in time for the NATS convention in
June.

For more information and recordings of the
above pieces, please visit:
www.caitnishimura.com

www.tawnieolson.com
Saturday, June 30, 2018 at 7:30pm, Sylvia

In January, the Chronos Vocal Ensemble,
under the direction of Jordan Van Biert, gave

Rickard will have the world premiere of her
BIRTH, DEATH and REGENERATION
Songs on Rainer Maria Rilke’s poems:
Lacrimosa, Schlußstück and Aus einer
Kindheit. The concert “With and Without
Words” will take place at the Upper Parish
Hall, St. James Anglican Church in Stratford,
Ontario. Roger Honeywell, tenor; Ben BoltMartin, ‘cello; Emily Hamper, piano will
combine three ways with répertoire.

the Canadian premiere of Tawnie Olson’s
Spring and Fall: to a young child. They have
since recorded it; it’s included in their
forthcoming album “Fresh: New Music from
Canada.” In January and March a Discovery
Grant from OPERA America allowed Tawnie
to workshop scenes from her opera-inprogress, Sanctuary and Storm, with
members of re:Naissance Opera in Toronto
and Vancouver. In April, Tawnie was the
Composer-in-Residence of the Women
Composers Festival of Hartford, where the
first two scenes of her opera were premiered.
This spring Tawnie was also a BandQuest
Composer-in-Residence at E.C. Adams
Middle School and composed Pop! for their
Grade 8 band. In March, Heather Roche gave
the U.K. premiere of Paraclete at the
Soundling Festival in London; the same piece
was performed by Ayako Oshima in Hartford

Bekah Simms’ work was recently
highlighted in two articles: NOW Toronto’s
“Toronto musicians to watch in 2018:
composer edition” and Ludwig van Toronto’s
“10 Canadian Composers Who Are
Redefining Classical Music.” In addition to
these acknowledgements, Bekah’s 2013 work
The Lonely Man Strikes with Absolute Rage
for solo percussion was selected by
International Contemporary Ensemble’s Ross
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Karre for his inaugural “score opening”
session, which was streamed from ICE’s
session space in NYC in January 2018. Bekah
will also be serving as a composition mentor
at the 2018 Waterloo Region Contemporary
Music Sessions from July-August 2018.

invites submissions in multiple categories:
solo work, chamber ensemble, and art song.
There are specific guidelines for each
category. The first place winner for each
category will receive $500. Additional prizes
will be given for honourable mention
winners. All winning compositions will be
published through Abundant Silence and all
winning composers will become a member of
the Abundant Silence roster. Composers
should submit complete original unpublished
pieces, 3-20 minutes in length, that have
been written in the last 10 years.

Composer
Opportunities
Charles Ives Concert Series Call
for Scores

More information here.

Age limit: None

Call for Electronic Music: 1-4
channels of subwoofers

Entry Fee: $15 USD

Deadline: July 1, 2018

The Charles Ives Concert Series takes place in
Danbury, Connecticut. They are seeking
recent works composed for all or any subset
of the following: 2 violins, 2 violas, 2 cellos,
harp and 2 pianists, by composers of any age
and at the early or emerging stages of their
careers. One submission will be chosen to be
performed at the Charles Ives Concert Series
on August 9 celebrating the 90th birthday of
the legendary American composer, Samuel
Adler. Other works not chosen for this
particular performance will be kept in mind
for future performances. Pieces should be no
longer than 10 minutes.

Age limit: None

Deadline: June 26, 2018

Entry Fee: None

Abundant Silence Composition
Contest

The Canadian Music Centre is collaborating
with artist and organizer Matt Horrigan to
present a concert of works for subwoofers.
Composers of any age and nationality are
invited to submit electronic music that has
been created for subwoofers—1-4 channels of
audio. Selected works will be presented at the
CMC in Toronto in mid-August 2018 as part
of a concert called Heavy Traffic: The Music
of Intrusion. Selected composers will receive
a $200 honorarium. Pieces between 6 and 12
minutes in length are preferred, though
longer and shorter works will also be
considered. Previously composed works
specifically for low electronic sound are
welcome.

Deadline: June 30, 2018

More information here.

More information here.

Age limit: 18 +
Entry Fee: $20 USD suggested donation; not
required
The Abundant Silence Composition Contest
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Reconsil Call for Scores

Delirium Music Call for Scores

Deadline: July 31, 2018

Deadline: October 15, 2018
Age limit: None

Age limit: None
Entry Fee: 5 Euros per submission

Entry Fee: $25 USD per submission

Reconsil is inviting composers to submit
scores for consideration in their concert
planning for 2019 and 2020. Submissions
can include solo and chamber music
featuring instruments from their designated
list. Pieces that are 12 minutes or less are
preferred. Submitted works may be
previously performed or published, but works
composed after 2010 will be favoured.

Delirium Music is seeking compositions for
their Call for Score Competition. Pieces must
not have received a West Coast premiere at
the time of the performance by Delirium
Musicum. World premieres are highly
encouraged. The instrumentation should be
close to the standard roster of Delirium
Musicum: 6 violins, 2 violas, 2 cellos, double
bass, keyboard (harpsichord, synthetizer,
etc). Submissions should be under 10
minutes in length and the winners' piece(s)
will be performed at one of Delirium
Musicum's concerts during the 2018-2019
season. Winners who wish to attend the
concert in Los Angeles will receive a travel
stipend up to $350 for domestic and $500 for
international travel.

More information available here.

GRIT Call for Scores
Deadline: August 15, 2018
Age limit: None
Entry Fee: None
GRIT Collaborative will be presenting a
multi-concert interdisciplinary arts festival,
in partnership with Oh My Ears! and Gloria
Dei Lutheran Church in Phoenix, Arizona
(November 16-17, 2018). Two concerts, “Are
You Alarmed?” and “Get Woke!”, will pair
music selected from their Call for Scores, and
visual art for a unique, interdisciplinary
experience. In particular, this program
encourages applications from composers and
artists from under-represented communities
(women, people of color, LGBTQIA+).

More information available here.

Composers are welcome to attend the
festival, but attendance is not required. While
organizers cannot provide travel or other
funding, host housing is available at no cost.
More information available here.
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Reminder
Membership dues ($40 - Active Members, $35 - Associates/Affiliates, $25 - Student Members)
are payable annually on July 1. They can be paid on our website using PayPal, or mail a cheque
directly to:
ACWC
10158 Fifth Street
Sidney, BC
V8L 2Y1
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Do you have composer news for the ACWC Journal?
Would you like to contribute an article?
Contact our editor, Julia Mermelstein:
acwcbulletin@gmail.com. Submissions for the Fall/Winter
edition must be received by
November 30, 2018

ACWC/AFCC Bulletin
ISSN 1133-1395
The opinions expressed in the ACWC eBulletin are those of the contributors. They do not
necessarily reflect official policy of either the ACWC Bulletin or The Association of
Canadian Women Composers / L’association des femmes compositeurs canadiennes
To contact the ACWC/AFCC, write to:
20 St. Joseph Street
Toronto, Ontario
M4Y 1J9 CANADA
Email: caweaver@uwaterloo.ca
www.acwc.ca
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